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Cybersecurity. “cyber”  
 
… from the FBI’s standpoint. “Cyber is just another way by which malicious or 
bad people try to do bad things,”  
 
Current threats come from five main areas, the most serious of which is the 
“big four” nation states (Russia, China, Iran and North Korea), followed by 
multinational criminal syndicates, insider threat (both intentional and 
unintentional), hacktivists and terrorists, who might currently lack the ability or 
capability to hack.  
 
Source: SDM 
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Computer networks controlling the buildings and infrastructure 
architects design are regularly being hacked.  

 

This tends to go under-reported, because it often involves private 
companies concerned for their public images, and untreated, because these 
systems are coordinated by various parties that have never been 
responsible for cyber security. 

 

Source Architizer : 

https://architizer.com/blog/hacking-architecture/ 

 

https://architizer.com/blog/hacking-architecture/
https://architizer.com/blog/hacking-architecture/
https://architizer.com/blog/hacking-architecture/


2000 
Australia: 
Sewage released 
into fresh water 

2005  
Japan: 
Malware releases 
nuclear plants data  

2010 
Stuxnet 
discovered 

2013 
Malware on OT 
vendor site 
infects firmware 

2015 
Ukraine: 
Grid taken down 
for up to 6 hours 

Escalating Attacks in IoT Domain 

2016 
Mirai botnet 
launches 
largest DDoS 

2003 
USA: 
Software bug 
causes power 
outage for 50M 
people 

2008 
Poland: 
City trams 
derailed by 
teenager with TV 
remote control 

2012 
Saudi Arabia: 
Duqu wipes 30k 
computers 

2014 
Germany: 
Malware 
damages smelter 

2017 
Attack triggers 
150+ warning 
sirens across 
Dallas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next let’s look at some stats that highlight manufacturing’s unique security situation: Manufacturing was the most targeted sector in 2013, accounting for 24% of all cyber attacks. Industrial networks top the list of systems most vulnerable to cybersecurity issues More than 1000 industrial control and automation systems, or IACS, systems were targeted by the Dragonfly espionage malware program in 2014.The number of attacks on industrial Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition, or SCADA, systems doubled from 2013 to 2014. Dell Security’s Annual Threat Report summarizes the situation by saying, “Aging industrial machinery infrastructure presents huge security challenges that will continue to grow in the coming months and years.”This susceptibility to cyber attacks is rooted in two industry-specific situations: The vulnerabilities inherent in ICASAndThe rapid increase of IoT-based machinery in the factory.
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Changing 
Business Models  

Dynamic  
Threat Landscape 

Complexity 
and Fragmentation 

Security Challenges 

60% 
of data is  
stolen in 
HOURS 

54% 
of breaches remain  

undiscovered for 
MONTHS 

YEARS MONTHS HOURS START 

85% 
of point-of-sale intrusions  

aren’t discovered for  
WEEKS 

WEEKS 

  

51% 
increase of companies  
reporting a $10M loss 
or more in the last 3  

YEARS 
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Convergence of IT and OT 
Information Technology vs Operation Technology   

IT  
 

• Protect IT Assets 
• CIA:   

Confidentiality  
Integrity 
Availability 

• Data, Voice, Video 
• Network 

Authentication 
• Threat Detection 

 

OT 
 

• Oper.uptime/Safety 
• AIC:   

Availability 
Integrity 
Confidentially 

• Control 
Protocols/Motion 

• Physical Access 
• Process Anomalies  

Cyber-Security IT/OT Convergence 
 

 • Security Risk Assessment 
• Asset Visibility across IT/OT 
• Segmented Access Control 
• Evolving Security Regulations  
• Remote Access 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of this Slide:Show the general state of things and how we hope that they will converge.Script:Traditionally the IT realm was the domain of computer science, an outgrowth of automated accounting that grew to provide communications and access to as many people as possible to as much information as possible. It was about information, building value from its dissemination and collaborative activities. Sometimes unfortunately all that openness led to security issues which brought us to where we are today.OT was very different. Operations was the realm of engineers, they debugged things with oscilloscopes, the devices are often autonomous but not necessarily “smart” per se. Most importantly a very different attitude arose – this one around safety as the end-all and security was often overlooked with the attitude that somehow it was foreign to the environment.What has happened though is modern networking came into the process realm and opened up a whole world of operational efficiency and opportunity. As that happened many of the same risks emerged as found in IT but now the implications were potentially very dangerous.As these worlds converged we see the need to carefully but without wavering bring in modern security concepts to a previously security ignorant network. To achieve that we must start with the basics – OT aware security risk assessments – gain visibility (very carefully) in those OT areas – refactor often ad hoc networks to be properly segmented – address regulatory needs and tackle a growing dependence on external machine providers for continue operation of some highly sophisticated and very expensive equipment.<<ANECDOTE – Not all attack impacts are direct and nor are the necessarily isolated – consider the case where Saudi Aramco had a massive malware infection on the IT side – the operations side was not directly impacted which is good – but the impact on key business systems had the effect of shutting oil production and processing systems because the MES / ERP systems could not coordinate the processes.>>So do you see security convergence happening today or is it still coming? How would you describe the state of things and perhaps the likely end-point? When do you reach that end-point?If OT security is being made today then what are drivers of that investment?Bonus added notes:GM – we have held full day security sessions with your plan automation engineers in our Southfield office – representatives from Rockwell, FANUC – gathered together to discuss what all we can do and share vision from the vendor and production side – it has not always been clear as to who was driving the discussion of security from the GM side – it now appears that it is the plant automation team. Do you see this as continuing to be the case or not?******OLD Speaker notes*****I T Network ServicesProtecting Intellectual Property and Company AssetsConfidentiality, Integrity, AvailabilityContinues to OperateConverged Network of Data, �Voice and Video (Hierarchical)Strict Network Authentication �and Access PoliciesShut Down Access to �Detected Threat and RemediateEquipment Upgrades and Refresh <5 yearsOT services24/7 Operations, High Effectiveness, �Safety, and Ease of UseAvailability,Integrity, ConfidentialityCould Stop Processes, Impact Markets, Physical Harm Converged Network of Data, Control Protocols, Information, Safety and Motion (P2P & Hierarchical) Strict Physical Access and Simple Network Device Access Potentially Keep Operating �with a Detected ThreatAvoid Equipment Upgrades �(lifespan 15+ years) 



 

IoT devices and control 
systems are vulnerable 

 

IOT Systems as Attack Surface  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advanced Malware is not about targeting systems, it’s about taking over the networkIOT devices are vulnerable, therefore easy to use as agents for persistenceIOT devices used for DDoS attacks, network invasion, and ransomProblems are not always intentionally malicious



Challenges 
are not  
always 
malicious 

IOT Systems as Attack Surface  
Customer IoT Security Concerns 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IT/OT of Things = IOTAdvanced Malware is not about targeting systems, it’s about taking over the networkIOT devices and control systems are vulnerable, and maybe easy to use as agents for persistenceIOT devices used for DDoS attacks, network invasion, and ransomProblems are not always intentionally malicious



Automation vendors still ship application 
updates on EOL Windows platforms 

IoT Systems as Attack Surface  

Vulnerabilities found in industrial systems 
rose 2400% from 2009 to 2015 

The most common Ethernet/IP based OT 
protocol lacked authentication till Fall of 2015 

Yet Ethernet/IP in manufacturing 
grew 96% the three years before 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advanced Malware is not about targeting systems, it’s about taking over the networkIOT devices are vulnerable, therefore easy to use as agents for persistenceIOT devices used for DDoS attacks, network invasion, and ransomProblems are not always intentionally malicious



Securing IT and OT Risks 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
OPENING  
E-MAIL FROM APPLICANT 

Opening E-mail 

SALESMAN 
RESEARCHING 
NEW PRODUCTS 

Outbound web access 

Accessing PLC 
Programmer 

ENGINEER CONFIGURING 
OT SERVICE PROFILES 
REMOTELY 

IoT devices sending Alerts 
and Telemetry 

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE 
CAMERAS 
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The human element is usually the path of least resistance 

=   Risk 

Coupled System 

+ 
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Network Design Concerns… 

• A bad network design is as big a threat to 
security success as the lack of security. 

 

• Better to know what you are missing than 
to think you are safe. 

Enterprise 
Ethernet 

Proprietary 
Ethernet 

To next  
machine 

I/O Fieldbus Motion Net 

Safety Net 

STAR 

TRUNK/DROP 

FIBER 
RING 

DAISY 
CHAIN 

This does not mean that there was no architecture - 
It is likely that the architecture eroded over time. 
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• Threat actors are highly capable and very adaptable 

• Adversaries are extremely patient and willing to invest time and large 
sums of money to exploit their targets 

• The expertise needed to exploit utility OT is no longer a “barrier to entry” 
• Specialized knowledge of control system and utility operations is moderate, 

i.e. vast information is freely and readily available 
• Exploits are sophisticated and becoming highly automated 

• Traditional defensive measures are becoming inadequate 

Adversary Capabilities are Rapidly Advancing 





Organizations are increasingly Becoming Targets 



Cybersecurity attacks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok brief overview on the Utility WAN space, sure you guys are more than aware of the story around the transition, I think we at Cisco have been repeating this message for 3 or 4 years..
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Impact in 
Ukraine 
2015: 
 
Aftermath of 
the Attack 
 
1.8 M people 
2-3 days of 
lost power 

2
 



Ukraine Utility Attack – Anatomy of an attack 

• Spear Fishing into IT 

• BlackEnergy Malware Placed 

• Credential Theft for Access 

• VPN access from outside 

• Remote management tools 

• Firmware update / corruption 

• UPS system disabled 

• KillDisk anti-forensics wipe 

• Telephone DDOS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New research is shining a light on the ongoing evolution of the BlackEnergy malware, which has been spotted recently targeting government institutions in the Ukraine.Security researchers at ESET and F-Secure each have dived into the malware's evolution. BlackEnergy was first identified several years ago. Originally a DDoS Trojan, it has since morphed into "a sophisticated piece of malware with a modular architecture, making it a suitable tool for sending spam and for online bank fraud,This variant of the BlackEnergy trojan is a complete rewrite of the original BlackEnergy trojan which was used in the conflict between Russia and Georgia back in 2008. We analysed several different droppers all of which have common properties.They all drop a rootkit which is responsible for hiding parts of the malware on disk and memory. The dropped rootkit is also responsible to inject a DLL into svchost.exe The main dll is responsible to load and execute various plugins. At the time of analysis the following plugins were known to exist: ddos plugin to generate ddos traffic  against a target using TCP, UDP, ICMP and HTTP protocolshttp plugin to use Internet Explorer to flood a target with HTTP requestssyn, synflood plugin to flood a target with TCP SYN requests.ibank, ibank-inject plugin to steal banking credentials from the infected machineskill plugin to render the infected machine unusable by overwriting the installed fixed drives with random data. This might be used to prevent users to log in to online banking after their credentials were stolen.   spm_v1 plugin to send spam (spambot)



Kill Chain – ICS Variant 

• Attacks start on IT side 

• Work their way to OT 

1 



Initial Entry: Reconnaissance / Targeting 2 



Traversal: Credential Theft 3 



Command and Control: VPN Access (OT) 4 



Command and Control: VPN Access (IT) 5 



Attack: Remote Desktop / Control 
“The operator grabbed his mouse and tried desperately to 
seize control of the cursor, but it was unresponsive. Then 
as the cursor moved in the direction of another breaker, the 
machine suddenly logged him out of the control panel.” 
 
Wired Magazine – Inside The Cunning Unprecedented Hack of 
Ukraine’s Power Grid 

6 



ICS Specific Attack: UPS Shutdown 7 



ICS Specific Attack: Bad Firmware Upgrade 8 



Attack: Anti-Forensics – Wiper Software 9 
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Stuxnet in Action  
Iran 2010 Nuclear plant attack 
Losing Trust at the PLC Layer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PLC driving the centrifuges responsible for the uranium enrichmentUnderscores risk (in RED) of coming in through IT areasStuxnet got to PLC layer and then established a C&C** Importa Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is an inter-process communication technique to allow client and server software to communicate on a network. RPC is used by several components in Windows Server, such as the File Replication Service (FRS), Active Directory Replication, Certificate services, DCOM, domain join, DCPromo and RDP, NLB and Cluster, Microsoft Operations Master, Exchange and SQL.
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CANBus hacking 

https://youtu.be/3jstaBeXgAs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CANBus hacking:The CANBus enables all vehicule components to talk and influence one another. On top of that the CANBus is connected to the Internet which makes it hackabke from a distance. Everything can read and write to the CANBus and those devices are always listening to the CANBus. ECU Electr central unit are connected to the CANBus and sends commands to various components in the vehicule to accelerate, brake, change fuel/oxygen mix etc…From his laptop, he was able to manipulate the car's engine, brakes and security systems by wirelessly tapping into the Controller Area Network, or CAN bus, network. Without getting too deep into the details—both for legal reasons and due to my own training-wheel knowledge of such things—he was able to do so by implementing some off-the-shelf chips, a third party telematic control unit, a GSM-powered wireless transmitter/receiver setup, and a significant amount of know-how he's accrued over the years. nt thing is can hand carry malware into these environments and get down PLC layer to affect physical process.https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/we-drove-a-car-while-it-was-being-hackedhttps://youtu.be/3jstaBeXgAs
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PG&E Metcalf  
substation Attacks 

Opportunities to Improve: 
 
• Redundant Communication 

 
• Gun Shot Detection 

 
• Physical Access Control 
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OT assets might include 
exploitable technologies like: 

• Embedded Windows or Linux 

• Web servers enabled 

• FTP servers enabled 

• Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Bluetooth or 
other non-serial ports enabled 

• Network or dial-up remote access 
services enabled 

Substation Transformer 
Such assets must be configured, patched, 
and tested for security over their life cycle 
similar to IT assets 



Security Architectures and solutions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok brief overview on the Utility WAN space, sure you guys are more than aware of the story around the transition, I think we at Cisco have been repeating this message for 3 or 4 years..



Cybersecurity: Technology Areas and Key Use Cases 

Access Control 

Electronic Security Perimeter  

Threat Detection/Mitigation 

Secure Remote Access 



Capabilities to Mitigate OT Risks 

REMOTE 
ENGINEER 
CONFIGURING 
OT DEVICE Anti- 

Virus, 
Malware, 

DNS, 
VPN 

TrustSec Flow 
Analytics 

Threat 
Intelligence 

Intrusion 
Prevention 

Firewall VPN 
Concentrator 

Identity 

Profile 

IOT ALERTS 
AND 
TELEMETRY 

Flow 
Analytics 

Threat 
Intelligence 

Intrusion 
Prevention 

Firewall TrustSec Identity 
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OT IoT Phased Security Architecture - Utilities substation use case 

Field Network 

Multiservice Bus 

Physical 
Security 

Workforce 
Enablement 

Substation 
MPLS WAN 

Router 

PT Breaker CT CT PT 

Breaker 
IED MU 

Station Bus 

Process 
 Bus 

Distributed 
Controller HMI HMI 

Legacy 
RTU 

PT CT 

Hardwired 
I/O 

Sensor 

Legacy 
Teleprotection 

Relay 

Bay 
Controller RTU Protection 

Relay 
Comm 

Processor 

Breaker 

PMU 
PDC 

Teleprotection 
Relay 

900 mhz or LTE  
to Field Area Network 

Zone-1 

Zone-2 

Zone-3 

Utility 
WAN Physical Security Perimeter (PSP) 

First Stage –  
Secured Connectivity 
& zoning 

Second Stage –  
Secured Visibility & Control 

Third Stage –  
Converged Security & Depth 

ISE  
Identity  
Service  
Engine 

Stealthwatch 

NERC-CIP Electronic 
 Security Perimeter (ESP) 

NGFW ISA 3K 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stealthwatch: Obtain comprehensive, scalable enterprise visibility and security contextGain real-time situational awareness of all users, devices and traffic on the networkMonitor lateral movement using the network as a sensorSplunk is an American multinational corporation based in San Francisco, California, that produces software for searching, monitoring, and analyzing machine-generated big data, via a web-style interface.[1]Splunk (the product) captures, indexes and correlates real-time data in a searchable repository from which it can generate graphs, reports, alerts, dashboards and visualizations.[2][3]Splunk has a mission of making machine data accessible across an organization by identifying data patterns,[4] providing metrics, diagnosing problems and providing intelligence for business operations. Splunk is a horizontal technology used for application management, security and compliance, as well as business and web analytics.[1]  DHCP Snooping : Permet de prévenir des attaques DoS sur le serveur DHCP. Permet aussi de prévenir qu’un serveur DHCP pirate d’insère dans le réseau.Commande : Switch(config)# ip dhcp snooping Information:   IP Source Guard : Empêche le ‘spoofing’ d’adresses IP. Cette fonction s’assure que les adresses IP doivent avoir été assignées par le serveur DHCP. Pour prévenir un intrus sur le réseau. Commande : Switch(config)# ip verify source   Dynamic ARP inspection (DAI): Empêche l’empoisonnement de la table ARP dans le commutateur par une station malveillante qui transmet des ‘gratuitious ARP’. DAI permet d’éviter qu’une station se fasse passer pour une autre



 



✖ 

Cisco Confidential 

Contractor Remote Access Control use case 

Device is scanned and user 
authentication verified  

User profile applied and ISA 3K 
Sourcefire limit applications and 

path 

VDI Host operates as a virtual air 
gap providing isolation to the ESP 

Centralized logging of events 
promotes accurate audits 

Switch port security and Identity 
profiling control & monitor device   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) is virtualization technology that hosts a desktop operating system on a centralized server in a data center. VDI is a variation on the client-server computing model, sometimes referred to as server-based computing. The term was coined by VMware.
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Cooling system 

RTU /Controller 

Malicious Activity in the manufacturing Plant – Use case 

Disgruntled  
Employee/Hacker 
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 Disgruntled Employee enters into the system shuts off the cooling 
functionality, changes password, locks RTU 

 Alarms go off in the plant after temperature increases beyond threshold 

 Cooling function could not be restored as RTU is locked 

 

 

Plant Scenario – Malicious Misconfiguration 
No Visibility, Minimal Controls 
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Cooling system 

RTU /Controller 
Industrial Security 
Appliance – Cisco ISA 3K 

Malicious Activity in the Plant 

Disgruntled  
Employee/Hacker 
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 Disgruntled Employee enters into the system ATTEMPTS to shut off the 
cooling functionality, change password, lock RTU 

 Cisco ISA in IPS mode, repeat the attack. No effect as ISA prevents the 
attack by dropping the packets 

Plant Scenario – Malicious Misconfiguration 
Full Visibility, Application Controls 



• 300+ built-in Signatures for OT 
protocols and endpoints 
 

• Based on Vulnerabilities 
discovered in protocols,  devices 
 

• Protection against 
Known/Unknown threats. 
 

• Industrial Threat Signatures 
Updated regularly by Talos 

ISA 3000 industrial IPS signatures 
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Cooling system 

RTU /Controller 
Industrial Security 
Appliance – Cisco ISA 

Malicious Activity in the Plant – Preventing the attack 

Disgruntled  
Employee/Hacker 
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Key Takeaways 

 The key takeaways from this demonstrations were: 
 

 Understanding the needs for Security in OT networks (also IT vs OT 
Firewalls) 

 
 Both Intended and Un-intended actions leading to security risks 
 
 Industrial Security Appliance have the ability to Inspect Industrial Protocols 

and further take actions. 



Thank you ! 
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